Goin’ Home
On Heaven and Beyond

Listener Quotes
“WOW! Jenny Burton gives an a-may-zing performance of Heaven!!!”
– Debra Piot
Re: The Goin’ Home Digi-Book:
“…love the pictures, the insights, the lyrics! WOW!”
– Bonnie Wade, St. Louis, MO
“Overwhelmingly pleased, mesmerized, soul stirring, reflection of spirit,
overjoyed, awesome, inspired, proud, eternally grateful...
No words can fully depict what I felt when viewing Goin' Home - On
Heaven and Beyond for the very first time. Should I live to be 100 years
old, what I saw and heard will forever remain engraved in my heart and
mind as well. Much gratefulness flows from me to you for sharing your
love & passion for music down through the years...
BTW, the Digi-Book is absolutely marvelous !!! Congratulations on your
latest accomplishment.”
– Wanda Peters, NYC
“I'm sitting here listening to "Goin' Home", it's amazing from A -Z!
I sent a gift of it to a few people today!”
– Jenny Burton, NYC
“Peter, it's wonderful! It’s Heaven!
– Karen Kantor, WA
“This is a great record, Peter, and I'm thankful to be a part of it.”
– Phil Klum of Phil Klum Mastering, NYC
“I listened to the first mp3 you released. Very, very interesting. I love the
concept of heaven being an open door.”
– Steve Schalchlin, NYC

“Regardless to where one is in relationship to the subject matter of
‘Goin' Home’, I know it will bring healing and a greater perspective. It is
my great joy an honor to be a part of it. I believe it is a very timely
project.”
– Jenny Burton, NYC
“Goin' Home is a journey of celebration, longing, comfort, and so much
more. This incredible CD got me laughing, crying, praying and jumping up
and down! From Jenny Burton's vocal fire that lights the whole CD to
Tom Tipton's profound singing of the wisdom of the ages -- to that "Great
Gittin Up" choir who weaves throughout, to Margaret Dorn's incredible
vocal arrangements, Julie Gold's tender, magical song, Barry Danielian's hot
and virtuosic trumpet, all the while feeling and listening to the great heart,
depth and creativity of Peter Link. For all of this, I am deeply grateful to
be on this journey in the company of these magical and inspiring artists.”
– Julia Wade, NYC
“Now that my mother has passed on, this is very timely and appreciated.”
– Lisa Dennett
“Thank you for sending the CD. It’s beautiful! I’m listening as I write my
Holiday cards. Very soothing…”
– Catherine Russell, performer
“THANK YOU for sending 2 CDs yesterday. I'm doing my Saturday stuff
and will listen all day... Selfishly, vainly, what-ever-ly, I just listened to
COME TO ME AS A BIRD first! I'm crying my eyes out. You did such a
beautiful artful loving job of it and I'm so honored. THANK YOU.
I need to listen again (and maybe one more time) before I listen to the
entire record and hear it in the context of that journey. I can't wait and
will report back in time.”
– Julie Gold, NYC
“Just listened to the samples of your CD... all of them, just fabulous.
Brilliance. :-) "
– Dori Nordeck, CA
“Just sitting here listening to "I Can't Go Home" again and again... Thanks
for sharing this wonderful song with the world!”
– Wanda Peters, NYC

"PETER!!! GOIN' HOME is magnificent! What a Journey! THANK YOU
for including me in this amazing collection. Truly!”
– Julie Gold, NYC
“To the Maestro ... our modern day prophet.
From a fellow of sometimes many words, sometimes only a few ...
Today I only have one thing to say about GOIN' HOME
"Beautiful"
Love and Gratitude from a friend.”
– Darryl Tookes, Stamford, CT
“I enjoy several songs from "Goin Home". Congrats on the recording.
Highlights for me so far are "I Can't Go Home" and "Heaven".
"Heaven's" lyrics are masterful... along w/ others too.”
– Alan Smallwood, PA
“The surprise Goin' Home CD arrived Christmas Eve. How very thoughtful
and generous of you. Many thanks for the whole enterprise so perfectly
conceived and executed. Fulfillment. We all will have our favorites,
naturally. Mine is "Come To Me As A Bird". Yes, of course.
– Karen James, Santa Fe, NM
“Going Home has a growing effect. Here are a few words, when there
really are no words.
"Come to me as a Bird" was my first favorite, possibly because I am a
birder and because of a friend's experience. But the more I play the CD
in the car and listen to the lyrics the more amazing the whole production
is. How educational. And how effective. I have to believe that everyone
will have the same realization. This is no one time read. Truth is like that.
I will resist the temptation to comment on every piece and limit myself to
one that is so precious. #11, Going Home, Tom Tipton. "Jus' goin' home."
How natural, simple, clear. That's all there is to it. He is speaking sweetly
from the heart to us. Gotcha!
Much gratitude and heartfelt thanks for all the discovery gained and
shared, the breaking of bread in song. And thanks for allowing others to
be involved and participate on small ways to the bringing forth. Joy! Yes!

And a few Hallelujahs!”
– Karen James, Santa Fe, NM
“Your music is just fabulous. Beautiful, moving, clever. I love the ones
where you sing -- your voice is gorgeous. The mix of influences of gospel
and pop makes your music really wonderful.”
– Debby Howell, Carmel, CA

And from NY music critic, Laurie Lawson
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If there’s another album like Peter Link’s GOIN’ HOME: On Heaven and
Beyond out there, I certainly haven’t heard it. A heavenly compilation of
songs about life, death, and everything in between, you are inspired to sing,
dance, cry, laugh, and take a deep breath.
Using influences of pop, rock, gospel, and jazz, original songs and
rearranged traditional songs lead the way to a truly divine musical journey.

From a rollicking “To My Father’s House” and the old-time spiritual “In
Dat Great Gettin’ Up Mornin’,” where you want to grab a spoon and play
along with the music, to the most beautiful love song of all time (Link’s
“What Could Have Been”) and Tom Tipton’s rendition of the title song
that reaches down to your bones and vibrates your soul, it is difficult not
to celebrate life and all its transitions. For pure delight the always amazing
voice of Jenny Burton and some soulful trumpet playing can be heard
throughout this album. And there is just no such thing as getting enough of
“When The Saints Go Marchin’ In” where Julia Wade sings Link’s additional
lyrics.
Fantastic and heavenly! I’m not sure exactly where “home” is, but I know I
want to be there if it’s anything like
GOIN’ HOME.
Go to www.watchfiremusic.com to download the free Digi-book full of
insider comments, quotes, and lyrics.
A treasure!”
– Laurie Lawson
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